in the computer science terminology, see [6] for more detailes. Hence, the guard is a Boolean condition which must hold before the procedure it guards can begin. It is easy to verify that guards are binary functions satisfying idempotency, diagonality and commutativity.
For some reasons, there was developed another logic based on the so called algebra of quasiordered logic, see [3] , [4] . In such a logic, we can make differences between empirical true values (given values) and those obtained by some logical reasoning (calculated values). For some detailes, see [4] . The motivation of this paper is to give a representation of such algebras by binary functions satisfying conditions which generalize guards. DEFINITION 
where pr¡ is the i-th binary projection, i.e. pri(x 1,2:2) = x%· It is almost evident that idempotency, diagonality and computativity imply (U), (CD), (CC) and (IP) but not vice versa in a general case.
The rather long name "an algebra of quasiordered logic" adapted from [4] will be shorten to a "g-algebra" : An element ò G A is an idempotent whenever b V b = b (or, equivalently, b A 6 = 6). In the whole paper, we will suppose 0/1.
It is clear tht the set of all idempotents of a ç-algebra A forms a subalgebra of A which is a Boolean algebra (where V is join, A is meet, ' is complementation, 0 is zero and 1 is unit). Proof. As it was shown in [3] , [4] , we have For the easy proof, see e.g. [3] , [4] . THEOREM 
Let A be a q-algebra. The set G(A) is a generalized guard algebra.
Proof. We have to verify the conditions U, CD, CC, IP of Definition 1. ad (U): Let 6, c G A. Since χ = y, we have (x,y) φ (1,0), thus fb(x,x) = (XA6)V(XA6') = xV(òAò') = xVO = xVx = xV(cAc') = (χ A c) V (χ A c') = / c (x, x). ad (CD):
(ii) Suppose (x,y) = (1,0) φ {u,v}. Then
(iii) The case (x, y) φ (1,0) = (u, υ) is analogous to that of (ii). All other cases of (IP) are similar.
• In accordance with Theorem 1, the generalized guard algebra G(A) for a given çr-algebra A will be called the induced generalized guard algebra.
For the proof of Theorem 2, the following technical lemma is usefull: Proof. For associativity, we can check easily
LEMMA 3. Let G be a generalized guard algebra and f,g,h G G are different from pr\,pr2 and h(x, x) = x. Then g(xj(h(x,y),y)) = f(g(x,h(x,y),g(x,y)).

Proof. If χ φ y then by (IP), we conclude g(xj(h(x,y),y)) = g(f(x,x),f(h(x,y),y)) and, by (CC), = ΑΦ,Η χ >ν))>Φ>!/))·
If χ = y, then by (IP) and (U) we obtain
and also dually, for the operation V. = fif(/(®, y), y) = (9 λ /)(χ, y).
Analogously, we can testify it in the remaining cases and dually also for V. Prove weak absorption: If f φ pr\ and χ φ y then
If χ = y (and / φ ρτ\) we obtain (/ V (/ Λ 5 ))(x, χ) = /(x, /(ff(x, χ), χ)) = /(χ, /(χ, χ)) = (/ V /)(χ, χ).
Dually it can be done / A (/ A g) = / A /. Weak idempotency:
Suppose / φ pr\ and g(x, y) φ χ. Then
= (/Vfif)(x,?/). If / = ρτ*ι, the proof is evident. If / φ pr\ and g(x,y) = x, we have
If pri φ f φ pr 2 and χ Φ y, we obtain The case / = pr2 is similar and the case χ -y follows directly by (U). Distributivity: If / = pri or / = pr<i (or, similarly, for g or h), the proof is straightforward. Let f,g,h differ from ρτ\,ρτ2· ,h(x,y) ),y) and, by Lemma 3, 
